Berhampore College Teachers Feedback Analysis
Berhampore College has been taken Feedback of the present faculties for the session 2018-2019
through Google forms as a part of teachers’ feedback process. Feedback forms were circulated
among more than 42 teachers of Berhampore College through their mail ID. There are 28
Feedback responses were collected which are given below:

In the feedback process most of the questions are related to syllabi. It regards to suitability, need
based, well defined aims and objective, etc. (item no. 2, 3 & 4). It is evident from the response of
the teachers in the feedback that no one comments in the favour of Excellency about syllabi as
need based but there is different opinion about item no. 2 & 4. Very less comment in the
Excellent category is observed. So, revision of the syllabus is necessary and more emphasis
needs to confer on item 2 & 4.
Syllabus, curriculum, etc. are done by affiliated university of Kalyani with the help of few
members of BOS as such scope of interference general teachers is very limited. The university
should conduct more and more workshop in this regards.

Most of the subjects of our college belong to arts category. So, Lab is not important. Though,
response for the item No. 5, 6 & 7 are quite distinct. Revisions are warranted for these items.

Feedback response of the teachers about optional paper is not satisfactory (item. no. 8). More
than 17% teachers responded as poor in this category. So, development in this field is necessary
by adding more and more optional papers in the syllabi on the part of University. In the field of
‘list as reference materials are relevant, updated and appropriate’ the responses are quite
acceptable but development in this field is also necessary.
Our college has informed the competent authority of University of Kalyani through the members
of BOS of our college verbally for thinking about the lacking of the different aspect of the
syllabi.

